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Kill Team – Death Korps of Krieg 
My Minis App  
Step-by-step Painting Guide (September 2021) 
 

  
 
Paints used 

Citadel – Games Workshop Vallejo 
Mechanicus Standard grey spray 
Mechanicus Standard grey 
Dark Reaper  
Thunderhawk blue 
Abbadon Black 
Mournfang Brown 
Skrag brown 
Seraphim sepia - Shade 
Nuln oil - Shade 
Agrax Earthshade – Shade 
Runelord Brass  
Leadbelcher 
Necron compound - Dry 
Stormhost Silver 
Steel Legion Drab 
Rhinox Hide 
Stirland Battlemire [optional, for base] 

Gunmetal 
Natural Grey 
Iraqui Sand 
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1. Assemble and prepare your miniature.  

Note: it’s a good idea to keep some parts separate. It will make it easy to paint hard to 
reach areas. 

  
 

2. Undercoat with Mechanical Standard Grey spray 

  
 

3. Paint coat jacket with two thin coats of Dark Reaper (mixing paint with a bit of water) 
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4. Paint helmet, eyes, armor, mask hose, and weapons Abbadon black 

   
 

5. Paint cloth areas with Iraqui Sand as shown (or similar tone) 

  
 

6. Paint leather areas with Mournfang Brown. [Optional: paint bottom of shoes with 
Rhinox Hide). Note: mask here was painted Mournfang Brown as well. 
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7. Paint parts of the weapons with Leadbelcher and/or Gunmetal 

  
 

8. Apply shades: 
a. Weapons and helmet: Nuln Oil 
b. Pants and going down to shoes: Agrax Eathshade 
c. Everything else (including coat jacket, leather, and mask): Seraphim Sepia 

  
d. Allow shades to dry. Wait at least 20m. 

 
9. Dry-brush Necron compound on weapons, helmet, and hose 

   
 

10. Apply one thin coat of paints (using a mix of paint and a bit of water) in raised areas and 
where the light would hit (same colors used for coat jacket, cloth. Use Mechanicus 
Standard grey for the pants). 
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11. Highlight leather with Skrag Brown; highlight coat jacket with Thunderhawk blue; 
highlight silver metal with Stormhost Silver 
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12. Highlight pants with a thin layer of Natural grey (or similar) 

  
 

13. Dry brush bottom of coat jacket and shoes with Steel Legion Drab (more in the back, as 
shown) 

  
 

14. Dry brush very bottom of coat jacket, in the back, with Rhinox Hide. Paint desired 
gold/brass areas with Runelord Brass. [Optional: apply another coat of Agrax earthshade 
to the pants and down to the shoes] 

  
 

15. Base as desired. In this one Stirland Battlemire was applied and painted the outer areas 
Rhinox Hide. 
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Thanks for your interest on this guide. I hope is useful. 
 
You could support us by: 
 

1. Using our app!  
 
My Minis app helps you keep your inventory of miniatures and/or paints on your 
iPhone/iPad and across your Apple devices via iCloud.  
View and download here FREE: 
https://apps.apple.com/app/apple-store/id1547130113?mt=8 

 
2. Please consider donating or buy me a coffee using this Ko-fi page: 

https://ko-fi.com/cleanlight 
 
 


